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Abstract—Intelligence collection, while critical in mission plan-
ning, lacks systematic means to quantify its value for optimal
prioritization. This work proposes a framework that starts with
analyzing the plausible impacts imposed on assets and mission
due to predicted adversary activities. The candidate collection
requirements, derived from plausible futures, are evaluated for
their benefits to mitigate potential impact to mission success.
A Mixed Integer Programming problem is formulated to model
the tradeoff between maximizing mission impact mitigation and
satisfying resource constraints. A case study is presented to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the framework, where insights
are obtained based on the optimal solutions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Higher level fusion, including impact assessment and threat
prediction, has attracted much attention in recent years. Impact
and threat assessment systems produce estimated effects and
plausible futures of adversary activity on assets and missions
[1]–[3]. These estimations are presumably helpful for analysts
or decision makers to determine the next course-of-actions
(COA) or collection requirements. Broadly speaking, intelli-
gence collection can also be part of or a type of COA, the
objective of which is to ensure mission success. To this end,
a technical challenge is, in the presence of many plausible
futures and resource constraints to counter all critical plausible
futures, how to find optimal actionable collection requirements
that can maximize the likeliness of mission success.
Prioritizing intelligence collection requirements can be a

complex, multi-stage analytical process [4]. Both Joint Intelli-
gence Preparation of the Operational Environment (JIPOE) [5]
and Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield (IPB) [6] have
suggested the analytics and roles of intelligence collection
for military operations. In general, intelligene collection can
be applied in a broader application spectrum and described
as gathering information to better understand one or more
adversary activities. The real value of it, lies in the potential to
prevent or reduce the impact of predicted adversary activites
on assets or missions. Prioritizing collection requirements is
therefore challenging because the most likely futures may
not necessarily be the most critical, and vice versa. In ad-
dition, resources to perform timely collection can be limited
or unavailable. This work develops a framework to derive
differentiating events from plausible futures, and determine
optimal collection requirements based on these differentiating
events subject to mission success and resource availability.

II. RELATED WORK

To our knowledge, no existing work develops any formal
process to derive or prioritize collection requirements quanti-
tatively. The work on assessing the effect of COA to mission
states, however, sheds light on how to approach this related
problem.
Yovits et al. [7] proposed a Decision State (DS) Matrix

to represent the uncertainty associated with the effects of
different COAs to a desired end goal. Two levels of uncertainty
is captured in the DS matrix: (1) the probability of a COA
achieving an intermediate outcome, and (2) the rating of an
outcome moves the situation towards a desired end goal. This
work further discussed how a decision maker can analyze the
combined benefits and tradeoffs by choosing different COAs,
but no quantitative method was presented to formalize the
process.
Llinas [8] built upon Yovits’ work and developed the con-

cept of using mathematical programming based optimization
for this decision making process. Llinas stated that when
selecting a COA a decision maker is basically defining a task
to be carried out and thus, determining the resources needed
to feasibly perform these tasks. Maximizing the desirable
end-state subject to resource constraints naturally leads to an
optimization problem, where the solution gives the optimal
choices of COAs. The conceptual idea was sound, but several
details were left out, including COA scheduling and the
modeling of joint effects from intermediate outcomes to the
end-goal.
Meanwhile, Schubert et al. [9], [10] developed a system

[11] based on the notion of Effects Based Planning [12].
Schubert et al. suggested a subjective model constructed with
hierarchical layers of Military End State (MES), Decision
Conditions (DC), Supporting Effects (SE) and Actions (A).
The MES is the desired end goal of the plan, and supported
by a set of DCs. A DC is a condition required for a transition
between its phases, and supported by SEs. Each SE are
fullfilled by a set of Actions. The relationships, or effects
exist not only from one hierarchical level to the next but also
between entities in the same level. These intra-layer and inter-
layer effects are determined subjectively and represented by
an N ! (N + 1) Cross Impact Matrix (CIM), where N is the
total number of enetities except the MES. Schubert et al. argue
that the CIM representation allows discovery of previously
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unseen synergies, alternatives, and conflicts. This set of work
complements Llinas work with a hierarchical modeling of joint
effects to achieve a desirable end-goal.
The aforementioned efforts provide several conceptual com-

ponents to prioritize collection requirements. However, it is
unclear how to derive actionable collection requirements from
plausible futures. Drawing from the analytics from JIPOE and
IPB [5], [6], this work proposes to determine differentiating
events and targets (DETs) from plausible futures. The intelli-
gence collection actions with respect to these DETs will then
have the associated resource and timing constraints. Thus, one
can estimate the potential benefit to mission success through
a hierarchical effect propagation, starting from preventing or
reducing the negative impact on these DETs. The hierarchical
effect propagation will be based on the use of aggregation
functions [13], including the Ordered Weight Average formal-
ized by Yager et al. [14], [15].

III. METHODOLOGY

A. From Plausible Futures to DETs
Plausible futures are likely future adversary actions deduced

from either automated processes [1]–[3] or human analytics.
Let each plausible future contain the following generic at-
tributes: Parent Activity (a), Future (f ), Event Source (s),
Event Target(t), Impact (m), and Plausibility (p)1. Parent
Activity is an identifier to an existing adversary activity of
interests. Each existing activity can have multiple plausible
future events with different likeliness to occur (p) and esti-
mated impact (m) to the Event Target, which can be an asset
or a location. The Event Source may or may not be identified
in a plausible future. For example, A plausible future can be
an explosion at a market place or a DoS attack to a web server.
The origin in these cases may not be identifiable and critical.
Since our goal is to perform quantitative analysis, the specfic
description of the attack is omitted while the effect of the
attack is represented by m " [0.0, 1.0], where a higher value
means higher negative effect to the target.
Table I shows a small set of example plausible futures due

to detected cyber attacks. If an intrusion detection/prevention
system is placed to focus on attacks targeted on ‘Net Service
on Finance’, one can potentially prevent or alleviate the impact
of a1.f1 (0.25) and a7.f2 (0.39). In this simple example, ‘Net
Service on Finance’ can be a DET for a1.f1 and a7.f2 against
the rest of the futures in Table I. Further analysis on what ‘Net
Service on Finance’ means for the overall mission can reveal
the effect of this collection action.
The above example is a simlpified one where the ‘Target’

attribute alone is used to determine the DET. In general, more
complex analysis on one or more attributes can lead to the
determination of DETs. The key idea here is to use common
attributes to identify plausible futures and their associated
impacts.

1Note that we use the term ‘plausibility’ to inclusively represent probability,
possibility, plausibility, etc. in various uncertainty frameworks. The discussion
in this paper only assumes consistent definition and calculus for p.

Note that we hypothesize that the estimated impact can be
averted by simply ‘collecting’ information about the DET.
This is clearly not always true. One can also argue that
the collection action is actually a defensive COA. Indeed,
the overall framework can be applied for optimizing COA
selections. We emphasize on intelligence collection to assert
that the ultimate goal of it is also minimizing adversary effects
for mission assurance.
In general, for a given plausible future f , the impact an

intelligence collection could potentially mitigate is expressed
as follows.

m̂(f) = m(f)!!(a(f), s(f), t(f), p(f)) (1)

where !(·) " [0.0, 1.0] is a discount function that depends
on the parent activity a, the source s, the target t, and the
plausibility p for the future f . Each DET identified based
on common attributes of a set of plausible futures will be
associated with the discounted impacts of that set. Further
analysis follows to illustrate how these discounted impact can
be applied to determine the impact to mission success.

B. Aggregating Plausible Impact on Mission Success
The example shown in Table I has only one target per

plausible future. In general, a plausible future can affect
multiple target entities. This means that the m̂(f) in (1) is
actually a vector m̂(f), where each element refers to the
impact of f to a targeted asset. These assets presumably
support a mission.
Recalling the hierarchical effect based planning, the mission

success can be modeled with a serires of aggregation functions,
starting from aggregating the asset states. Let Q(i) be the state
of an asset i, and Qa = [Q(1) Q(2) . . .Q(|A|)]T represent
the state of all assets A. Without loss of generality, consider a
two-layer hierarchical structure, where the assets support a set
of tasks (B) and the tasks support the mission. The state of
mission success (Qm) can be expressed as a function of asset
states.

Qm =

|B|
!

l=1

wm(l) ·Qt # (l) = $wm,Qt #% (2)

Qt(l) =

|A|
!

i=1

wl
t(i) ·Qa # (i) = $wl

t,Qa #% (3)

where Qt(l) is the state estimation of task l, and wl
t and wm

are weight vectors associated with aggregating asset states to
task l and that aggregating task states to mission, respectively.
Note that OWA [14] is used in the above formulation, but
other aggregation functions can also be used [13]. The OWA
is used in this paper because its ability to represent various
logic functions, such as max, min, at-least-two. The Qa #
in (3) means that the vector Qa is sorted in a non-ascending
order. A weight vector of [1 0 0 · · · 0] gives a max function,
for example.
Now consider the mission state due to the discounted impact

of the plausible futures associated with the DETs. Each DET
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TABLE I: Example of plausible futures for cyber attacks.

Activity Future Source Target Impact Plausibility
a1 f1 DB Services on DB server Net Service on Finance Server 0.25 0.33
a1 f2 Unix on Super Client MS Windows on Finance DB Server 0.62 0.52
a2 f1 Net Service on FTP MS Windows on Eng Wkst 1 0.21 0.49
a3 f1 DB Service on Super Client Net Service on Eng Wkst 2 0.06 0.37
a3 f2 MS Windows on FTP Unix on Super Client 0.14 0.73
a3 f3 Net Service on Domain Server MS Windows on Eng Wkst 3 0.08 0.73
a4 f1 UNIX on Oracle Server MS Windows on Finance DB Server 0.61 0.46
a5 f1 Net Servce on Eng Lab MS Windows on Finance DB Server 0.04 0.53
a6 f1 MS Windows on Eng Lab Unknown 0.68 0.40
a7 f1 UNIX on DB Server MS Windows on Finance DB Server 0.81 0.91
a7 f2 Net Services on Business Bench Net Service on Finance Server 0.39 0.91
a7 f3 MS Windows on Finance DB Server UNIX on Sybase Server 0.7 0.91

is associated with one or more plausible futures and each
plausible future affects one or more assets. Let M̂fut represent
a matrix containing the discounted impact from all futures (F )
to all assets. If an asset is affected by multiple futures, the max
will be taken. An example of a 5 ! 5 Future Impact Matrix
(FIM) is shown below.

M̂fut =

"

#

#

#

#

#

#

$

f1 f2 f3 f4 f5

a1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.15

a2 0.24 0.2 0.0 0.6 0.0

a3 0.33 0.0 0.0 0.73 0.0

a4 0.05 0.8 0.55 0.0 0.23

a5 0.9 .67 .34 0.8 0.0

%

&

&

&

&

&

&

'

Note that the discounted impact should be consistent with
the asset states, both ranges between 0.0 (no effect and asset
in full capacity) to 1.0 (maximum effect and asset cannot
function). Take one value from each row in FIM to represent
the asset state, the resulting |A| ! 1 vector can be used
to replace Qa in (3) and determine the plausible future
mission state under impact. The question now becomes how
to determine the effective impact for each asset from FIM.
Consider the DET discussed earlier. Each DET can be an

intelligence collection action (ICA) and the corresponding
plausible futures, hence the columns in FIM, can be the basis
to derive the effective impact for each asset. Expanding from
this concept, an ICA can correspond to a subset of the elements
in FIM regardless of which row and column. For example, the
binary matrix Ck below shows that ICA k covers f1 on a1
and a4, f2 on a2, f3 on a2, and f4 on a3.

Ck =

"

#

#

#

#

#

#

$

f1 f2 f3 f4 f5

a1 1 0 0 0 0

a2 0 1 1 0 0

a3 0 0 0 1 0

a4 1 0 0 0 0

a5 0 0 0 0 0

%

&

&

&

&

&

&

'

Any element in FIM can be covered by mutiple ICAs. This
general definition of Ck allows more complex analysis of
various attributes of plausible futures in determining the ICAs.

Using Ck and M̂fut, one can find the effective impact that an
ICA k can potentially mitigate for Asset i:

Ma,k(i) = max
j

(

M̂fut(i, j)!Ck(i, j)
)

,

where the use of max function reflects the maximum benefit
an ICA can provide on mitigating the impact to an asset.
Since a subset of the available ICAs can be potentially

chosen, the impacted asset state needs to be an aggregate
of Ma,k over all selected ICAs. The following matrix C
accomplishes this aggregation.

C(i, j) = max
k!Ksel

(Ck(i, j)) , &i, j,

where K is a set containing the selectd ICAs.
It is possible to have assets that are not affected by any of

the selected ICAs. In this case, the current asset state Qa(i)
can be used. A time dependent aging function can also be used
when applicable. To this end, one can estimate the effective
impact vector to the assets (Ma

") as follows.

Ma(i) =max
j

(

M̂fut(i, j)!C(i, j)
)

+Qa(i)! (1 'max
j

(C(i, j))), &i
(4)

By replacingQa in (3) withMa, one can determine the overall
benefit (Mm) of the selected ICAs in Ksel. For clarification,
(2) and (3) are rewritten in (5) and (6) below, with Mt(l)
represent the state of Task l under the effective impact Ma.

Mm =

|B|
!

l=1

wm(l) ·Mt # (l) = $wm,Mt #% (5)

Mt(l) =

|A|
!

i=1

wl
t(i) ·Ma # (i) = $wl

t,Ma #% (6)

C. Optimizing ICAs for Mission Success
With the above definitions and framework, we can now

formulate a Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) problem to
find the optimal ICAs that maximize the benefit in Mm.
Note that for different problem domains, the aggregation
functions and the layer of aggregations can vary. This paper
presents an example of the MIP formulation with a discussion
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of its generalization. The varables and parameters are first
summarized in Table II.

TABLE II: Summary of variables (top) & parameters (bottom)

Symbol Definition
Mm Objective: mission impact mitigation
X |K|! 1 binary decision vector

X(k) = 1 iff ICA k is chosen, 0 o.w.
C |A|! |F | 0-1 matrix

C(i, j) = 1 iff any ICA covers future j on asset i
G |A|! 1 0-1 vector

G(i) = 1 iff any ICA covers asset i
Ma |A|! 1 vector

Ma(i) " [0.0, 1.0]: estimated impact to asset i
Mt |B|! 1 vector

Mt(l) " [0.0, 1.0]: estimated impact to task l

A The set of assets
B The set of tasks
F The set of plausible futures
K The set of ICAs
U Total cost allowed to execute the selected ICAs
V Maximum time allowed to execute any ICA
u |K|! 1 vector

u(k) # 0: cost to execute ICA k
v |K|! 1 vector

v(k) # 0: time needed to execute ICA k
Qa |A|! 1 vector

Qa(i) " [0.0, 1.0]: current state of asset i
wt |A|! 1 vector

wt(i) " [0.0, 1.0]: weight of asset i w.r.t. task t
wm |B|! 1 vector

wm(l) " [0.0, 1.0]: weight of task l w.r.t. mission
Ck |A|! |F | 0-1 matrix, $k " K

Ck(i, j) = 1 iff ICA k covers future j on asset i
M̂fut |A|! |F | matrix

M̂fut(i, j): Estmated impact of future j to asset i

The potential mission impact mitigation by selecting a set of
ICAs is Mm'Qm. Since Qm is a constant that represents the
current mission state, the objective of the MIP become Mm,
as shown in (7). The constraints of the example MIP problem
is shown in (8)–(16). The first two constraints represent the
cost and timing constraints of executing the ICAs. The ICA
cost is assumed additive and subject to a maximum of U .
Also, the ICAs are assumed to be executable in parallel and
are limited by a maximum alloted time V . Other cost and
timing constraints can be formulated. In the case study to be
dicussed in Sec IV, a dependency relationship between ICAs
is implemented.
Constraints (10) and (11) are used to determine the C(i, j),

each element within which is the maximum among those
in Ck(i, j). Similarly, (12) and (13) are used to determine
whether an asset is covered by any ICA, which is needed
for the calculation in (14) (equivalent of (4)). Constraints
(15) and (16) are aggregations functions, weighted average,
to determine Mt and Mm. Weighted average functions are
used in this example for a clear presentation of the framework.
More complex aggregation functions can be realized as MIP
constraints and will be discussed next. The ranges for the

indices are specified in (17) to (18). Constraints specifying
the range of the variables are omitted in the formulation since
they are already defined in Table II.

Objective:
Maximize Mm (7)

Subject to:

|K|
!

k=1

X(k) · u(k) ( U (8)

X(k) · v(k) ( V, &k (9)
C(i, j) ) X(k) · Ck(i, j), &i, j, k (10)

C(i, j) (

|K|
!

k=1

X(k) · Ck(i, j), &i, j (11)

G(i) ) C(i, j), &i, j (12)

G(i) (

|F |
!

j=1

C(i, j), &i (13)

Ma(i) = max
j

(

M̂fut(i, j)!C(i, j)
)

+Qa(i)! (1'G(i)), &i (14)

Mt(l) =

|A|
!

i=1

wt(i) ·Ma(i) &l (15)

Mm =

|B|
!

l=1

wm(l) ·Mt(l) (16)

1 ( i ( |A|, 1 ( j ( |F | (17)
1 ( k ( |K|, 1 ( l ( |B| (18)

Most aggregation functions are logic or algebraic operators
and can be converted into linear constraints for MIP. In some
case, the conversion is not obvious. Using the max function
as an example, we offer a roadmap to implement general
aggregation functions, such as OWA. Consider the aggregation
function: y = maxni (zi), where both y, zi " *, &i. Note that
if y and zi are binary variables, then it can be readily realized
as in (12) and (13). The following set of constrains realizes
the max function, which is OWA with a weight of [1 0 0 · · · 0].

n
!

i=1

Oi = n' 1

zi ( y &i

y ( H · Oi + zi, &i

where H " * is a number significantly larger than any
possible value zi can take.
The above constraints force Oi to be 0 only at the index

where the corresponding yi is the largest. These constraints
can also be used to replace the max operation shown in (14).
Similar technique can be used to realize the min function, the
top-n function, etc.
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The way we developed the Mixed Integer Program is to
allow for the consideration of other domains or even the
combination of multiple domains that creates a complex
mission. The resulting problem is NP-Hard since we can
polynomial reduce a Generalized Knapsack problem into our
problem. Furthermore, it is important to note that the size of
the problem is polynomial on a number of problem parameters,
with particular importance being the set of plausible futures
F and the set of ICAs K . In a practical setting, the number of
plausible futures as well as the number of plausible actions
could grow exponentially over a long time horizon. It is
important to realize that the mathematical model will require
ether that those sets be limited to realistic sizes or that the
size of the problem will be limited by those two sets. Based
on the computational realities discussed here, the need of a
heuristic approach is necessary to solve this problem in a
tractable and practical amount of time. The following section
will demonstrate the qualitative benefits this formulation gives
considering its demanding run time and implementation effort.

IV. CASE STUDY
A case study was constructed to demonstrate the use of the

proposed framework from an analyst’s perspective. Consider
a hostage rescue scenario involving a special forces team sent
to rescue hostages held by a terrorist group. A helicopter is to
be used for transporting the special forces team and extracting
the team and hostages. This encompasses the overall goal of
the mission.
In planning for this operation an analyst can anticipate the

following plausible futures, as well as the assets and tasks to
complete the mission.

Plausible Futures

p1
The terrorists could acquire weapons to use
against the special forces team

p2
Terrorist scouts perform surveillance on friendly
forces

p3
Terrorist combatants utilize their intelligence on
friendlies to lay an ambush

p4 The terrorists decide to relocate the hostages
p5 The terrorists decide execute the hostages

Assets
a1 Special forces team
a2 Hostages
a3 Helicopter
a4 Landing site for helicopter
a5 Friendly base

Tasks
t1 Land safely in drop off zone
t2 Secure terrorist base
t3 Capture terrorists
t4 Rescue hostages
t5 Return to base

With the assistance of supporting tools, the analyst derives

the FIM matrix to represent the impact of the plausible futures
to the assets, as shown in Figure 1. For example, the estimated
impact of the Terroist Acquiring Weapon to the Special Forces
is 0.9, as opposed to 0.3 if the hostage is executed. A small
number of 0.3 is assigned to the Special Forces to repesent
the decline in morality even though this plausible future does
not affect them physically. The effect on an individual asset
does not directly translate to mission impact, which is why
the framework is needed.
Considering the various plausible futures and their at-

tributes, a set of ICAs are derived and their corresponding
Ck’s are shown in Figure 2.
ICA 1 focuses on determining the state of the hostages,

who can be relocated or executed be the terroists. Figure 2(a)
reflects this by assigning ‘true’ to (2,4) and (2,5) of C1. The
analyst expects that the terrorists would communicate and give
demands, which means the cost of this ICA can be relatively
low (0.10). For simplicity, the time requirement for all ICAs
are set to be the same at 0.5, and additive constraints are used
for both time and cost requirements.
ICA 2 is about monitoring the weapon capability of the

terrorists. Particularly, the emphasis is placed on what the
terroists can respond with during the rescue. The Special
Forces, the Hostages, and the Helicopter are hence the relevant
assets for this ICA, as shown in Figure 2(b). The cost to obtain
such information is higher than that for ICA 1 and a value of
0.5 is assigned.
The analyst would likely also want to know about the

terrorist’s intelligence level on friendly forces. This forms the
ICA 3 as shown in Figure 2(c). Due to the complexity of
determining such information, the cost of this ICA is rated
high relative to the others at 0.75. The matrix shows that if
surveillance has occurred it would likely impact the friendly
base as well, special forces team, and likely the planned
landing site.
Intelligence collections could also be dependent of each

other. For example, if the terrorists have adequate intelligence
on friendly forces they might choose to relocate the hostages.
This would require a new ICA (ICA 4) to determine the
location of the hostages. Since the operational areas of the
terrorists can be determined from previous activity and their
are known areas of interests, this ICA would have a relatively
low cost at 0.25. An optimization constraint is introduced so
that ICA 4 is dependent on ICA 3 (i.e., X(4) ( X(3)). This
dependency along with the additive timing constraints add
a temporal aspect to the formulation. Figure 2(d) gives the
corresponding C4 for this ICA.
Similarly, if the intelligence level of the terrorists is suffi-

cient they might choose to lay an ambush for the special forces
team. Therefore, to successfully complete the hostage rescue
a ICA is needed to determine the security of the landing site.
Since this is a well defined action the cost is set at 0.3. Figure
2(e) shows the corresponding C5 for ICA 5. A dependency
constraint is placed between ICA3 and ICA5, similar to that
for ICA 3 and ICA 4.
Based on the FIM and the selected ICAs, the estimated
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Acquire weapons Surveillance Ambush Relocate Execute
Special forces 0.9 0.7 0.85 0.6 0.3
Hostages 0.6 0.2 0.5 0.7 1
Helicopter 0.8 0.55 0.8 0.1 0.05
Landing site 0.55 0.75 0.9 0.15 0.05
Friendly base 0.6 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.05

Fig. 1: Future impact matrix for the Hostage Rescue scenario.

"

#

#

#

#

$

p1 p2 p3 p4 p5

a1 0 0 0 0 0
a2 0 0 0 1 1
a3 0 0 0 0 0
a4 0 0 0 0 0
a5 0 0 0 0 0

%

&

&

&

&

'

(a)

"

#

#

#

#

$

p1 p2 p3 p4 p5

a1 1 0 0 0 0
a2 1 0 0 0 0
a3 1 0 0 0 0
a4 0 0 0 0 0
a5 0 0 0 0 0

%

&

&

&

&

'

(b)

"

#

#

#

#

$

p1 p2 p3 p4 p5

a1 0 1 0 0 0
a2 0 0 0 0 0
a3 0 0 0 0 0
a4 0 1 0 0 0
a5 0 1 0 0 0

%

&

&

&

&

'

(c)

"

#

#

#

#

$

p1 p2 p3 p4 p5

a1 0 0 0 1 0
a2 0 0 0 1 0
a3 0 0 0 0 0
a4 0 0 0 1 0
a5 0 0 0 0 0

%

&

&

&

&

'

(d)

"

#

#

#

#

$

p1 p2 p3 p4 p5

a1 0 0 1 0 0
a2 0 0 0 0 0
a3 0 0 1 0 0
a4 0 0 1 0 0
a5 0 0 0 0 0

%

&

&

&

&

'

(e)

Fig. 2: The set of canditate ICAs: (a) ICA 1: State of hostages, (b) ICA 2: Determine weapons capability, (c) ICA 3: Determine
adversary intelligence level, (d) ICA 4: Relocate hostages, and (e) ICA 5: Secure landing site.

impact to the assets, Ma is determined using a max function
as shown in (14) (equivalent of (4)). The max is chosen to
determine the most benefit, i.e., impact mitigation from the
selected ICAs.
Aggregating from the estimated impact for the assets to that

for the tasks is based on nested weighted average and max
functions, as shown in ((19))–((23)). the function avg means
an average of the operands.

Mt(1) = 0.8 ·max(Ma(1),Ma(3),Ma(4))

+ 0.1 ·Ma(2) + 0.1 ·Ma(5) (19)
Mt(2) = 0.9 ·Ma(1)

+ 0.1 · avg(Ma(2),Ma(3),Ma(4),Ma(5)) (20)
Mt(3) = 0.9 ·Ma(1)

+ 0.1 · avg(Ma(2),Ma(3),Ma(4),Ma(5)) (21)
Mt(4) = 0.6 ·Ma(1) + 0.4 ·Ma(2) (22)
Mt(5) = 0.7 ·max(Ma(1),Ma(2),Ma(3),Ma(4))

+ 0.3 ·Ma(5) (23)

All tasks are considered equally important for successful
completion of the mission; hence, the mission impact is an
average of the impact to the five tasks.

Dm = 0.2 · t1 + 0.2 · t2 + 0.2 · t3 + 0.2 · t4 + 0.2 · t5 (24)

This scenario was formulated and optimized. Table III
shows the solutions assocaited with different total cost and
time constraints. By varying the constraints, the analyst can
determine the critical leap in the benefit of mitigating mission
impact and the tradeoffs among the ICAs in achieving these
benefits. The total cost budget and the maximum time allowed

are shown in the first two columns of Table III. The optimial
solutions, i.e., the ICA selections, are shown in the middle
portion of the table. The objective function is shown on the
last column of the table to reflect the benefit in mission impact
mitigation.
Recall that both the cost and time constraints are set to be

additive in this scenario. Since the time required for each ICA
is set to 0.5, the time constraint effectively limits the number
of ICAs that can be selected. That is, at most one ICA can
be selected for the first 8 cases (the top block of the table
with Max Time set to 0.5), at most two for the next 8 (the
middle block), and the at most three for the last 8 (the bottom
block). As the budget rises within each block, more flexibility
is allowed to choose among the ICAs and a higher impact
mitigation could be achieved. Within each block, a saturation
point can be observed, which leads to the following insights.

• (1 ICA) ICA 2 (Weapons Capability) is most critical
and shall be chosen with a cost of 0.5 to achieve 0.776
mission impact mitigation.

• (2 ICAs) ICA 1 (State of Hostage) and ICA 2 (Weapons
Capability) are most critical and shall be chosen with
a total cost of 0.6 to achieve 0.834 mission impact
mitigation.

• (3 ICAs) ICA 1 (State of Hostage), ICA 2 (Weapon
Capability), and ICA 3 (Terroist Intel Level) are most
critical and shall be chosen with a total cost of 1.3 to
achieve 0887 mission impact mitigation.

This scenario demonstrates that the proposed framework
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TABLE III: Optimization results with varying parameters
Budget Max Time State of

hostages
Weapons ca-
pability

Terroist in-
tel level

Relocate
hostages

Secure land-
ing site

Total Cost Total Time Objective

0.25 0.5 1 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.5 0.25
0.50 0.5 0 1 0 0 0 0.5 0.5 0.776
0.75 0.5 0 1 0 0 0 0.5 0.5 0.776
1.00 0.5 0 1 0 0 0 0.5 0.5 0.776
1.25 0.5 0 1 0 0 0 0.5 0.5 0.776
1.50 0.5 0 1 0 0 0 0.5 0.5 0.776
1.75 0.5 0 1 0 0 0 0.5 0.5 0.776
2.00 0.5 0 1 0 0 0 0.5 0.5 0.776
0.25 1 1 0 0 0 0 0.25 0.5 0.25
0.50 1 0 1 0 0 0 0.5 0.5 0.776
0.75 1 1 1 0 0 0 0.6 1 0.834
1.00 1 1 1 0 0 0 0.6 1 0.834
1.25 1 1 1 0 0 0 0.6 1 0.834
1.50 1 1 1 0 0 0 0.6 1 0.834
1.75 1 1 1 0 0 0 0.6 1 0.834
2.00 1 1 1 0 0 0 0.6 1 0.834
0.25 1.5 1 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.5 0.25
0.50 1.5 0 1 0 0 0 0.5 0.5 0.776
0.75 1.5 1 1 0 0 0 0.6 1 0.834
1.00 1.5 1 1 0 0 0 0.6 1 0.834
1.25 1.5 1 0 1 0 1 1.15 1.5 0.864
1.50 1.5 1 1 1 0 0 1.3 1.5 0.887
1.75 1.5 1 1 1 0 0 1.3 1.5 0.887
2.00 1.5 1 1 1 0 0 1.3 1.5 0.887

and MIP formulation can effectively reveal the tradeoffs in
choosing ICAs for maximizing the benefit of mission impact
mitigation. Note that the problem size is purposely chosen for
presentation clarity.

V. CONCLUSION
Recognizing the lack of systematic analysis for intelligence

collection, this work develops an optimization framework
to prioritize collection requirements for maximal benefit of
mitigating mission impact. We advocate that the value of in-
telligence collection lies in not only the information collected
but can be quantified as impact mitigation. Plausible future
adversary activities and their impact to low level assets form
the basis to estimate the aggregate impact to mission in a
hierarchical manner. By identifying differentiating events and
the candidate intelligence collection actions, a mixed integer
programming problem is formulated to trade off the resource
constraints and the benefit of impact mitigation the intelligence
collections can bring. A case study is presented to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed framework. The generality
of the framework is expected to accomodate a variety and
mixture of domain problems.
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